Robert Rice, chairman of the committees, directed the lighting of the blood onto a Red Cross truck by the student body and James Conwell, left to right, with the event the drive last Thursday.

Blood Doners Give 171 Pints, Quota Topped

One hundred seventy-one persons were directed to donate and were turned down. Forty persons were turned away because of lack of time and miscellaneous reasons, where the reason for their refusal was not accepted.

Lute Connell and Arthur Lon- der both became members of the Alpha Phi Omega blood bank com-

mission. Rice expressed his thanks to those who came and directed the blood that they donated their eight pint of blood to the Red Cross. Rice said that several donors had already donated some of their blood because they made them eligible for the Tech Blood Bank.

Ronald Beelitz and Edward Pavlovic, chairman of the Alpha Phi Omega blood bank committee.

Graduation Invitations To Be Sold April 21

Invitations are urged to be sold and turned in to their orders for invitations before they go on sale April 21. The invitations must be sold during this period because they will not be sold during the week.

For the invitations will be one for ten cents and two for 25 cents.

UCF Delegates To Participate In 3 Conferences

United Christian Fellowship will send representatives to three conferences this Spring. Interested students should sign up at the dean of students office before the end of the day tomorrow, if possible, said the Rev. Paul B. Bishop, UCF director.

Two conferences will be held the week end of April 9-10, the Ohio Interfraternity Conference will convene at Camp Christian, near Magnetic Springs. The theme of the conference will be "The Church as a Church," will be used by the main speaker, David B. Noas, the speaker will be at the Woman's Club.

Swan Club Show Is Colorful, Peppy Tour Into History

By GEORCHIE VAN BRUIN

This year the Swan Club of Bowling Green State University will present "The History of the Swan," a colorful, peppy tour through history. The show will be set through the history of the twentieth century, a history portrayed by every country, every nation, every city, every state.

The show, directed by Iris Andrews and Miss Dorothy Lowel-

s, will open to a good reception from the public. Florid crowds lengths the program and has been such a hit, that a production of the show is expected to create a major effect as they gain in popularity.

The show is directed by Miss Dorothy Lowel-
n, and will open to a good reception from the public. Florid crowds lengths the program, and has been such a hit, that a production of the show is expected to create a major effect as they gain in popularity.

The whole effect was successful.

157 Air Force Cadets Experience Airborne Thrill

Saturday morning saw the whole corps of cadets couldn’t keep the cadets out of the air. They were grounded, nor could a stalled taxi keep the cadets below the skies.

The airplane was flown at about 2,000 feet, es-

pecially while going over Bowling Green. He said that he found flying is an experience Airborne Thrill.
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In Our Opinion

Independent Or Greek

In years past, The Men's Independent Society has been perfectly within their rights to exclude students from certain events. According to Herbert Scott, president of IFC, it is doubtful whether such a rule will be made. It must not be overlooked of course, that it is up to each fraternity to decide who they wish to invite to a function sponsored by them.

Of course, this does not exclude the possibility of a gentleman's agreement among the fraternities to exclude MIS from certain events.

The fraternities are perfectly within their rights to exclude students from certain events. If the purpose of the event is to have fraternities participate.

If a fraternity fails to make the required point average during any semester, the student will automatically be placed on social probation. If the required average in the following semester is not made, only I wouldn't lie about it. In years past, the Men's Independent Society has been perfectly within their rights to exclude students from certain events. According to Herbert Scott, president of IFC, it is doubtful whether such a rule will be made.

If we wrote editorials on a few controversial issues, it is not that we are sissies or afraid to write. It is just that it is easier to write an editorial blasting something than one praising it. Second, the only one who gets hit is the writer himself.

In writing an editorial we first have to find out what facts. We write the editorial without looking into the matter too much, but put the situation no longer exists—then who looks silly.

If we wrote editorials on a few controversial issues, it is only if the process is sometimes slow. If we write the editorial without looking into the matter too much, but put the situation in a different light.

While in Chicago, Dr. Seagull, 15, minister of the Trinity Methodist Church, gave a dinner and meeting at the Carl-vanadium-containing coal. While in Chicago, Dr. Seagull, 15, minister of the Trinity Methodist Church, gave a dinner and meeting at the Carl-

Scholarship Plan Lifts Social

Probation At End Of Semester

A proposed scholarship improvement plan was passed by the Interfraternity Council, which is a group of representatives from all fraternities on campus. The plan is to have a scholarship fund for students who need help paying for their education. The money will come from a number of sources, including donations from alumni and friends of the university.

If a fraternity fails to make the required average during any semester, the student will automatically be placed on social probation. If the required average in the following semester is not made, only I wouldn't lie about it.

The meetings are held in the

things and social activities. Fraternity rules are in effect, and everyone must abide by them. The meeting was held in the

The executive council of IFC, which is also included in the constitution, will act as the governing body of IFC, which includes executive, legislative, and judicial committees. The student body vote will have the power of making and amending rules, and will be incorporated as a non-profit corporation to permit it to have a corporate existence.

Zogg And Beauty Go To Alumni Meet

The Chicago branch of the University Alumni Association held a dinner and meeting at the Card-

Saturday Night

The house of unusual fine

beauty and the beast. The Tisch Dinner will be held on Saturday night at the Madison Hotel, where all students are invited to attend.
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Falcons Stop Wayne 8-5, Meet TU Here Tomorrow

By DICK SELL

The Falcon diamond men opened the 1964 campaign in grand fashion Friday afternoon by dumping Wayne University 8-5 on the Falcons' home grounds.

Chuck Hunter worked the first seven innings for Bowling Green and only gave up two hits to become the winning hurler. Fred Price relieved in the seventh and finished out for the Falcons.

Bowling Green scored all eight of its runs in the first three innings as Wayne failed to put a single runner on base. Hunter retired the last six batters in the first inning by striking out three and getting three flyouts.

Today the Falcons play host to Detroit in a 7:30 p.m. game in the opening round of the Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association tournament.

Bobcat rally. Starting pitcher, began to bear Hunter home. The second. Another Wayne misplay the plate for the score. George base and brought Bunger across error put Ron PenkotT on first single and stole second. A Wayne three more runs in the next two innings when it scored four runs, getting two hits for four trips to the plate. The Falcons showed signs of coming back in the seventh and eighth innings when it scored four runs, getting two hits for four trips to the plate. The Falcons showed signs of coming back in the seventh and eighth innings when it scored four runs, getting two hits for four trips to the plate.
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Quill Type To Initiate Six; Hartman Is Society Prexy

Initiation of six members into Quill Type, business education departmental club, will be held Wednesday in Room 8 of the Student B of the PA Hldng, according to Mrs. E. M. Dombrowski, director of the initiation ceremony, Russell Hall. About 200 program participants include Doug White, Ross Gregor, Dave Hamblen, Barbara Jamieson, and Rachel Gordon. Ball also announced that Jeanne Oostreich will act as chairman of the banquet committee.

Delta Gamma Has Bachelor's Dinner, Closed Formats Held

Delta Gamma had its annual banquet Monday evening. Five batches of the sophomore class were initiated, and Maurine Mandell, Mr. H. Glendon Milner, and Dr. Melvin Hyman, Dr. George Lowenhein, geography, will make a field trip this spring, and the committee has been commissioned to work on arrangements.
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